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I

INTRODUCTIM

The purpose of this study was an attempt to identify those

factors, as perceived by both faculty and students, that might

enable students with minimal basic skills def.Lciencies to be

academically successful at Jersey City State College.

On the basis of their performance on the New Jersey Basic

Skills Placement Test, it was possible to identify those students

with minimal skills deficiencies in: (1) English; (2) Mathema-

tics; and (3) Reading. These identified students tended to score

in the upper range of scores for placevent in non-degree credit

3/4400,441 courses or in the lower range of scores for placement

10, 4e credit developmental skills courses. Thus, these stu-

dents being examined in this study exhibited deficiencies in the

basic skills; however, they did not fall into the lowest range

of scores for placement in remedial non-degree credit

course work.

Given the range of skill deficiencies and the large number

of students (80 percent of the freshman class) enrolled in either

remedial and/or developmental courses, it was decided that a

study designed to identify those iastructional factors that

enable students to be academically successful would be of value
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to the College, and also to other institutions which have large

numbers of students with similar skills deficiencies.

Because of various reports on retention and student success

rate in passing skills courses which were already prepared by

Dr. Linda Lyons, Director of the Office of Institutional Research,

it was decided to limit the scope of this study to only those

students with minimal skills deficiencies, and who thus have the

greatest chance of being academically successful. There is

another group of students, those with substantial skills deficien-

cies who, because of their low success rate in passing skills

courses, were not included in this study.

c
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COMPARISON OF JERSEY CITY STATE COLLEGE STUDENTS
WITH NEW JERSEY STUDENTS REGARDING

SELECTED ACADEMIC FACTORS

Jersey City State College has, on many occasions, been

described as the "urban college" in the state of New Jersey.

In fact, it is the only one of the eight State Colleges which

is actually located in an urban area--being situated in Hudson

County, one of the most densely populated counties in the nation.

Also, Jersey City State College is the only non-residential,

commuter State College.

As such, it could be hypothesized that the student body of

Jersey City State College would differ from the student bodies

of the other New Jersey State Colleges and other New Jersey pub-

lic institutions of higher education. If this hypothesis were

to hold true, it then might also be argued logically that the

instructional needs of Jersey City State College*student body

might differ from those of student bodies in other colleges.

The above hypothesis can be examined empirically by uti-

lizing data which is collected early each fall semester from

freshmen students entering all public New Jersey institutions

of higher education. This data is collected by means of an

administration of New Jersey Basic Skills Placement Test at all

two-anti four-year state institutions. This test yields scores

10
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in the following six areas:

1. Reading Comprehension;
2. Logical Relationships;
3. Essay;
5. Computation; and
6. Algebra

In addition, students are asked to provide a gieat deal of back-

ground information, and analyzed data is presented in this report

for just the following ten factors:

I. Sex of student;
2. Attendance on either a full-time or part-time

basis;
3. Is English your best language;
4. Year of high school graduation;
5. Type of high schiol program;
6. Years of high school English;
7. Years of high school Mathematics;
8. Perception of comparison with other students

in Written Expression;
9. Perception of comparison with other students

in Mathematical ability; and
10. Perception of academic areas in which help is

wanted in order to improve.

As might be expected regarding academic factors relating to

students, the Jersey City State College Office of Instituii,mal

Research and Testing, under the direction of Dr. Linda Lyons, has

alrcady analyzed empirically some data in this area. A study en-

titled comparison of Placement Test Scores and Background Informa-

tin Date -- 1974 191 1980 Freshman Gr(Aq; was completed by. _ .

Dr. Lyons in December 1980. As the title implies, this fourteen-

page report speaks tc, both test scores and background inf(.7mation

regarding entering Jersey City State College freshmt:n. Appendix G

47,ntains a 14-1,)to,)py of Table. 1 from Dr. Lyons' report which

lists Mean average raw scores for th,' ;Aix test areas and the

three-year time period noted above, and also for thrne groups

11



of students:
e

1. Jersey-CitytState College;
2. Four -year public' .colliges ,in New Jere ly I- and
3. All public New Jersey institutions of higher

education.

As may-be noted from the content of the table, Jersey City State

College students obtained the lowest Mean scare .for the three

groups of students for each of the three years (1978, 1979,

and 1980) in all six academic test areas. And the same find-'

ings held true in this present report for Mean scores-Oesulting

from the 1981 administration'.' consecidently, the findings in

'this report regarding test scores would tend.to confirm again'

Dr. Lyons' conclusion that Jersey City State Cotlege:flfreshmen

are less adequately prepared for college-level:wrq* than are
O

freshmen at the other state coLllogee (pagc14).

Dr. Lyons makes this statement based upon.eiamination of

both the students' 1978, 1979, and 1980 test scores and back-

ground information--which is also presented in this report

for 1981. For the purpose of this present report, background

information collected from the freshmen stident.s in .1981 was

analyzed inferentially, and the findings are presented- graphic-

411y in Figure 1-10 (see pages34-41). Those figures are con-

structed so that there can be a visual compariscr of responscis

tr background informational questions by students from the three

frOlowing qrriups of New Jersey hiqher education institrtifins:

1. All New Jersey public institutions;
2. All four-year state colleges; and
3. Jersey City State College.

Two arithmetic/numerical factors should be noted regarding these

ftqures. First, the responses tc the various categories for

12
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any group of colleges should total to 100%. If the total is

less than 100%, the difference reflects the percent of "No

Responses." Second, data for "All four-year state colleges"

does not include Jersey City State College data, either for

graphic portrayal or inferential calculation purposes.

1. Sex. Figure 1 indicates that all three groups of

institutions enrolled a lesser percentage of males than females,

but the difference between institutions are not statistically

significant.

2. Full-time/Part-time. Compared to other institutions,

Figure 2 ind±ca*-ei Jersey City State College enrolled a

larger proportion or part-time students (p <:.001).

3. English Best Language. As may be noted in Figure 3,

more (P .001) Jersey City State College students responded

that English was not their best language.

4. Year of High School Graduation. Figure 4 indicates

that a lesser proportion (p < .001) of Jersey City State Cor-

lege students enrolled in immediately upon graduation

trom high :icLool.

5. High School Program. Less (p < .001) Jersey City

State College students were enrolled in the Academica 1 more

0.:,r(,11t'd in the Generalhigh school program (See Figun:. 5) .

6. Years of Ehilish Studied. Jersey City State college

:oud,.nts studied less years of high school English than their

pers in All Four-Year State Colleges (See Figure 6) --

13
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with the disparity significant at (p 4: .001).

7. Years of Mathematics Studied. A lesser proportion

(See Figure 7) of Jersey City State College students studied

four years of high school Mathematics than was true for their

peers from the two other groups of institutions (p ( .001).

8. Comparison with Others in Written Expression. As is

portrayed in Figure 8, compared with the other groups of students,

less (p <401) Jersey City State College students perceived

themelves to be "Above Average" in Written Expression.

with Figure 9

illustrates graphically that--compared to other groups of stu-

dents--less (p / .001) Jersey City State College students view

themselves as being "Above Average" in Mathematical Ability--and

this perception for Mathematical Ability was even more negative

for Jersey City State College students than it was for Written

Expression.

10. Academic Areas in Which Help is Needed. As may be noted

in Figure 10, Jersey City State College students felt they needed

academic help in all areas more (p <.001) than their peers at

other instl* :ions, and this request for additional help was most

prevalent for the academic area of mathematics.

Conclusion

An empirical examination of the test and background informa-

tion data collected from all freshmen entering New Jersey public

institutions of higher education indicate's that Jersey City State

Coll:ge students are significantly different (generally in a

!tfAiatit+ :nse) than their peers at other institutions.

14
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In. reality, the negative findings from Jersey City State College

result primari:y from a comparison with students in other four-

year state colleges--rather than with students in all New Jersey

public institutional, which includes two-year colleges.

Jersey City State College students also appear to be of a

non-traditional variety (i.e., attending part-time, with a

greater time lag to college from a high school with an academic

program that was not too vigorous). They also seem to feel that

they, more than other students, need help in all academic areas

(especially Mathematics!, a belief which analyzation of test

scores supports.

In summary, it appears that Jersey City State College stu-

dents; (1) differ from their peers (in a negative academic sense)

in other public New Jersey institutions; and (2) may require a

differing instructional program.

15



III

RESEARCH FACTORS

It was noted in the Introduction (Chapter I) that data was

collected from both students and faculty. This chapter will

speak to the methods whereby: (1) subjects were selected for

inclusion in the study; and (2) data was collectd from these

subjects.

Subjects

Students

It was also noted in Chapter I that student subjects for

this study were those freshmen students who "exhibited deficien-

cies in the basic skills; however, they did not fall into the

lowest range of scores for placement in remedial skills

deficiencies."

These students (initially titled "marginal students") were

defined more precisely in an empirical sense in a February 27,

1982 memorandum (See Appendtx A) which was sent to 'all Arts

and Sciences faculty who were teaching General Studies course:.

As may be noted in the cover sheet of this memorandum.

Another term that needs to be defined is
"marginal studeqts." Generally, this group
of students would be viewed as those whOse
academic backgriound and aptitude is such that
their chances for academic success at JCSC are
uncertain. This group of marginal students
would not include those students who:
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I. are probably going to succeed academically,
regardless of ancillary services and in-
structional techniques utilized; and/or

2. are probably going to encounter academic
difficulties and fail ac4demicaliy, regard-
less of ancillary services and instructional
techniques utilized.

Empirically, these students could be.described as
those whose test scores on the New Jersey College
Altaic smug 71 t 'apt, (fOr local-norms) falls
between the Mean and -1 sigma unit--or the 50th and
16th percentile=-on the various sub-tests.

Again, it should be recalled that the major focus of the

study will concern the students identified above who are enrolled

in General Studies courses.

Fact
It was juat noted in the previous section that the memoran-

dum contained in Appendix A was sent to the "Arts and Sciences

'Faculty Teaching General Studies Courses.". During the 1982

Spring Semester when data was gathered for this study, there were

203 full-time Arts and Sciences faculty, of whom 62 were teaching

.General Studies courses. This latter group of faculty would be

viewed as the population of subjects for this study.

Questionnaires

Students

A copy of the twenty-item student questionnaire is con-

tained in Appendix B, and this questionnaire was administered

to 195 students (enrolled in primarily General Studies courses)

during the latter portion of April and early portion of

May 1982.

17



The content of items used in this questionnaire was deter-

-mined by obtaining both verbal and written comments*from the

groups of students described previously.

Verbal-comments were obtained by means of interviews with

studeriis. (See Appendix C fora copy of the letter mailed to

fifty "Randomly Selected Jersey City State College Students's).

These students were selected randomly from the 1981 freshmen

students whose test scores fell between the 16-50 percentile on

four of,the five test areas (Read I, Read II, math I, Math II,

and Sentence Structurel"on the New Jersey Basic Skills Placement

Test.

Of the twenty-eight students described above who agreed

verbally during a telephone conversation to be interviewed,

eight actually met with the graduate-student interviewers men-

tioned in the Appendix C letter. The comments elicited from

these eight students were utilized to construct some of the

twenty, questions in the Student Questionnaire.

Other questions were constructed on the basis of written

responses from students to a reqw.st for them (the students)

to reply to the following questions:

1. How can college faculty be/do better in making ("lasses

really work for students?

2. What things could be missing from classes that causes

students not to do well?

3. What could the faculty do to help students in your

classes?

18
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These queationa were asked of students enrolled in three General

Studies classes and one Speed Reading class.

Faculty

The faculty rated the various student competencies contained

in the Appendix A questionnaire. The competencies listed in the

questionnaire were those which. the three researchers conducting

the study felt were most appropriate regarding the Jersey City

State College students, and these competencies were taken from.

those listed for the College:., utcome Measures Project: Assess-

ment of General Education KnoW1edge and Skills, The American

College Testing Program, Iowa City, Iowa, 1980.

The questionnaire was distributed initially to all full-time

Arts and Sciences faculty on February 25, 1982, with a request

that the completed questionnaires be returned by March 19th.

With only twenty-eight questionnaires being returned by that date,

a follow-up distribution took place on March 29, and twelve more

questionnaires were returned by April 8th. Of these forty ques-

tionnaires which were returned, thirty-seven were emed useable

in terms of data analysis. A return from ' irty faculty represents

a 65% return from the sixty-two faculty teaching General Studies

courses during the 1982 Spring Semester.

Interviews

Students

The final data-gathering activity was group interviews with

students in some of their General Studies classes. These semi-

19
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structured interviews were (See Appendix D) conducted on a group

basis during October and November of the 1982 Fall Semester.

The initial interview was conducted with all the students

(no instructor present) in a Saturday morning, General Studies

Psychology class. All four interviewers were present for this

interview in order that the interviewing techniques which would

be used in subsequent interviews could be observed and evaluated

during this initial interview. The four interviewers included

two of the faculty conducting the research study--one of whom

conducted earlier the faculty interviews, and who also conducted

subsequent student interviews. The other two interviewers were

graduate students enrolled in, and graduated from, the sixth-

year School Psychology Program. Both graduate students inter-

viewers worked previously with the type'of "marginal" student

mentioned earlier in the study--one teaching these students, and

the other counseling them. Customarily, General Studies Faculty

teaching the class were contacted two-three weeks in advance,

and an interviewer would then spend approximately 30-45 minutes

interviewing the students in the class--with the instructor

usually excusing her/himself from the class.

Faculty

The three researchers conducting this study decided upon

the content of the interview, and also which of the few General

Studies faculty who should be interviewed during the 1982 Spring

Semester. All General Studies faculty chosen were interviewed

20
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by just one of the three faculty researchers - -the same one who

participated later in the student interviews.

Appointments were made two-three weeks in advance with

the General Studies faculty, and the interviews were conducted

by discussing primarily the list of competencies contained in

Faculty Interview Schedule (Appendix F). Actually, a copy of

that Schedule was placed or identified for each interviewee as

the (approximately) one-hour interviews were conducted.

Data Analysis

Data resulting from the administration of questionnaires to

both student!, and faculty were coded, punched on data cards, and

then analyzed ht the Jersey City State College Computer Center.

Since the majority of the data was collected in a non-

parametric (distribution-free) format, analyzed data is presented:

(1) descriptively in terms of percentages; and (2) inferentially

as the result of a Chi-Square analysis.

21



IV

RESULTS OF QUESTIONNAIRE ADMINISTRATIONS

As was mentioned in the Data Analysis section, the analyzed

data discussed in this chapter is presented primarily in percent-

age form, with Chi-Square being the inferential statistical

technique which was utilized to determine the significance of the

difference between the pattern of responses for various groups.

of respondents.

Students

Responses, in percentage form, to the Student Questionnaire

are presented in Tables I through III, with the responses being

presented respectively for students who indicated they took

(a) course(s) in basic: (1) Reading; (2) Mathematics; and/or.

(3) English.

The five items for which at least 7S% of the students in

all three groups either "Agreed or Disagreed" follows:

i. Most teachers seem to enjoy
teaching AGREE

2. Teachers should spend more time at
the beginning of a semester explain-
ing and discussing the goals and
objectives of the course AGREE

3. Some teachers should spend more time
reviewing for major tests AGREE

22
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4. Each department should establish
a study program to help tutor stu-
dents taking courses in that
department AGREE

iimy Wag* isre__TPings . X'.1.1
probably "drop out of college
before my senior year . .DISAGREE

Five other items for ;filch at least ill of the students in

all three groups either "Agreed or Disagreed" follows

1. Some teachers spend too much time
explaining material over again for
those students who have cut classes. .DISAGREE

2. Some don't explain their
subject in enough detail because
they think the students know more
about it than they really do AGREE

3. Most students really want to get
the most out of their classes AGREE

4. There are enough good places on
campus to study between classes. . .AGREE

5. I feel better about college now
than when I first attended
Jersey City State College AGREE

In summary, then, the responses the students gave to the

attitudinal statements seem to indicate that the students are

not unhappy with their college experience. They view their

academic environment in a positive light. However, the stu-

dents recognize their need for academic assistance in terms of

the teachers/instructors providing more basic information

regarding the structure and content of courses in which these

students are enrolled.

- 16 -
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Faculty

Tables IV through IX (See pages 53-61) present data in per-

centage form representing the manner in which the four groups

of General Studies faculty (Natural Sciences, Performing/Fine

Arts, Social Sciences, and Humanities) feel the six groups of

competencies are needed by the Jersey City State College stu-

dents. These six groups are: (1) Communication; (2) Solving

Problems; (3) Clarifying Values; (4) Functioning Within Social

Institutions; (5) Using Science and Technology; and (6) Under-

standing the Arts.

Of the 35 specific competencies in the six groups which

were rated by these four groups of faculty, only the following

two competencies were rated significantly different (p (.05)

by the four different groups of faculty:

1. In Communication: student can receive information
using numerical and graphic representations; and

2. In Solving Problems: student can identify and define
a problem.

In both cases, the majority of the Natural Sciences faculty

(more than other faculty) felt these competencies were needed

to a great. extent.

Additional information regarding the ratings which the

faculty assigned to the 35 competencies which they felt might

be needed by the marginal students identified for this study

may be obtained from the date appearing in Tables 1V-IX.

24
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There were only six competencies (listed below) for which at

least 50% of the total faculty felt the "competency (was) needed

to a great extent" by the students.

Communication

1. receive information from oral and speech presenta-
tion (731) /

2. receive information from written materials (78%); and

3. send information using written materials (73%).

Solving Problems

4. identify and define a problem (571);

5. select approaches to solve problems (54%); and

6. collect various forms of information (data) regarding
proposed solutions with respect to a problem and its
constraints (51%).

There were no competencies (among the 35) for which more than 39%

of the total faculty polled felt a "competency' was not needed

at all."

In summary, General Studies faculty felt that marginal stu-

dents needed competencies primarily in the general area of

(1) Communication; and (2) Solving Problems. Also, Natural

sciences faculty were the ones especially who felt student com-

petencies were needed in the latter area.
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V

RESULTS OF INTERVIEWS

It was mentioned earlier in the RESEARCH FACTORS Chapter

that semi-structured interviews were conducted with bOth students

(on a group basis'by three different interviewers) and faculty

(on a one-to-one basis by just one of the three interviewers).

Brief rebAtim reports of the student interviews are contained in

,Appendix F, and a digest of those interviews is contained in the

following section of this Chapter. The results of the faculty

interviel are reported in the latter section of this Chapter.

Students

Many of the specific factors listed in Appendix F which

students felt would assist them in improving their academic

performance are not discussed in this section. Rather, factors

mentioned, by students are presented and discussed by general

areas.

Advisement

The factor mentioned most frequently by students was the

lack of proper Advisement."--Tff-sgre cases, no advisement at

\t.all was available.. In other case 0 it 4as available only

after a long wait. Sometimes, due to the press of time, advisors

26
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signed student class cards without examining them or they

infrequently provided improper advice to the students. The

length of time spent in Add/Drop line by students was felt to

be excessive by the students.

Scheduling of Courses

Students felt that they were being deterred in their aca-

demic progress by the small offering of required courses.

Course Outline

A frequent request of students was that they be provided

with a course outline prior to the beginning of the course.

' This outline should be realistic, and should speak to both the

structure and content of the course.

One - Hour /Tree -Hour Sessions

Many students being interviewed spoke against three-hour

class sessions, and this response was consistent with the stu-

dents'. questionnaire responses. Reasons were that classes were

boring after the first hour, and that homework assignments

were excessive.

Content and Pace of Courses

Students felt, that Mstructors over-estimated the students'

prior knowledge in their content area, and therefore taught

"over their heads." Also, on occasion, teachers tried to pre-

sent too much information during the last few class sessions of

a semester.

27
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Frequent Evaluation of Students

A frequent suggestion by students was that instructors pro-

vide more frequent feedback to the students regarding their

progress in a course. Variable quizzes, in addition to a mid-

term and a final exam, were desired. This request was especially

true for students enrolled in technical courses.

Additional Equipment

The only area in which students expressed a desire for addi-

tional equipment/facilities was the need for more computer

terminals. Students said that.waits of two-three hours for using

the computer terminal were not uncommon.

Faculty

A synthesis of the responses given by the faculty to the five

questions asked of them during a semi-structured interview (See

Appendix D) follows:

Factors and Weights Considered When Determining A Grade.

Responses indicated that there is a strong pattern of

tests, supplemented by other means of evaluation. However, all

faculty relied heavily on tests. They also individually consid-

ered such factors as: (1) class participation; (2) attendance;

(3) effort; (4) reaction papers to (museum) trips; (5) research

papers; (6) term papers; (i) oral reports; (8) reports on outside

readings; and (9) field work with individuals. However, excep-

ting for tests and quizzes, there was not overall pattern or con-

sensus on the other factors for determining a grade.
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Still, more weight was given to tests as a grade

determiner than any other factor. Although each interviewee

had his or her own system of weights for calculating a grade,

all gave testa either a very heavy or important weight.

The wide variety of different evaluation means made it

impossible to determine any other pattern of factors and weights

for calculating grades. However, it should be noted that each

faculty member had carefully constructed an individual evaluation

rationale which was very professional.

2. What Competencies Do you Teach in Your Courses?

There was great agreement about the importance of compe-

tencies in communication, solving problems, clarifying values,

and functioning within social institutions. Using science and

technology, and understanding the arts were identified respec-

tively by those professors who taught courses with content

involving science and art.

3. Student Skill Deficiencies Which Affect Achievement in
Grades, Teaching and Competencies.

Writing deficiency emerged as the (lacking) skill which

almost all of the faculty described aS foremost. Reading was

also important and mathematics to some extent.

In the area of writing, professors strongly identified

the necessity for the student to have the ability to organize

material. Since this is the basic skill for writing, many of

the students lacking this skill have difficulty in handling
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assignments which involve narrative and expository writing.

Individual factors which were mentioned by faculty were that

students: (1) don't understand tenses; (2) have difficulty

spelling words; (3) don't submit papers on time; (4) have limit-

ed vocabularies; and (5) make too many mechanical errors.

Because of student weaknesses in writing, some pro-

fessors have stopped assigning the writing of papers. Instead,

they use more objective-type tests (such as multiple choice),

correct more of the students' work, provide a vocabulary work-

book, and teach them how to write a term paper.

Reading ability did not evoke as strong an emotional

response from faculty as did writing. However, there was enough

response so that it should be considered an important skill

deficiency. From conversations with faculty it seemed this

deficiency resulted from a combination of study skill deficien-

cies, such as notetaking, vocabulary, and also literal, inter-

pretive, critical and creative comprehension.

In both writing and reading, the problems of foreign

students were noted by one professor. In reading, too, there

was a strong, sincere effort by the instructors to help their

students. This was done through such ways as carefully organ-

izing material through study guides, selecting the most readable

textbooks, and presentations of content so that it would be clear.
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Mathematics received much less emphasis, but was identi-

fied as being important, particularly by those professors who

teach courses with scientific content.

It should be noted that this researcher was struck by

the overall attitude of concern and support by the instructors

who taught these amarcinal" students.

4. Have Your Course ReqUirements Seep $!riouply Affected by
Students' Skill Deficiencies? If So, to What Extent?

A majority of the faculty being interviewed replied "No"

to this question, but there were a number of qualifications.

Examples were that these students: (1) don't have time to observe

individuals and describe their behavior in papers; (2) receive

lower grades; (3) use easier textbooks; (4) receive less written

assignments and are evaluated more by objective tests; (5) have

fewer supplementary reading assignments; (6) require more time

for help with reading and other skills which then takes away from

the breadth of class content; (7) receive help in reading with

analysis of articles; (8) don't know how to read a textbook for

test-taking skills (multiple choice); (9) don't know how to review

for essay questions; (10) don't have the ability to understand

test questions; and (11) need help with their writing and mathe-

matics (such as interpreting formulas).

5. Identify Traits of Students Who Passed Your Courses
and Those Who Didn't.

Traits of Those Who Passed

Ability to synthesize material;
Motivation with honest effort to understand material;
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Involved in course and try to do better;
Good notetaking;
Interested and conscientious;
Not afraid to answer questions:
°Setter backgroundei
Intelligent;
Self - disciplined in terms of attendance and sustained

effort;
Possess maturity and sensitivity toward people and
content;

Good study habits;
Intellectual curiosity;
Written communications and reading comprehension skills;

and
Older and came from more traditional background.

Traits of Those Who Failed

Lack of time due to working;
°Sleepwalking:.
Absenteeism;
Smart-alecky;
gored, lack of motivation; and
Financial worries.

Excellence in achievement seems to come from the follow-

ing combination of factors which were identified in these inter-

views; but which has no real data base associated with

the factors.

(1) Skills preparation in the full sense; students who

can read, write, take notes, think and work with mathematics tend

to do well.

(2) Previously developed competencies. It is reassur-

ing to note that..as might be expected..experienced senior majors

attain a higher standard of achievement than sophomores majors of

comparable ability. Education does, at least, occur in

the milieu.
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(3) Organisation and work habits. Students who organize

their time efficiently and work at a reasonable high level for

a sustained period of time do bell when compared to others of

comparable ability.

(4) "Natural Ability" is difficult to define, but some

genetic/environmental combinations do seem to produce "bright,"

intuitive students, and these students are academically advantaged.

(5) Notivatiop and curiosity help, but the latter trait can

be misdirected and hence be a disadvantage. Students who are

thrilled by "science mythology" often find the realistic rigor

of science a let down.

(6) Ability to ask questions. Students who think enough to

pose questions, and then have enough maturity/self-confidences

or "brass," to ask them, seem to achieve at a higher level than

those students who do not.
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Start

During the 1981-82 academic year, an empirical study was

conducted at Jersey City State College in an attempt to identify

possible factors that might be of value in assistang the

*marginal" student enrolled in General Studies courses to be

successful in a higher education program. Marginal students were

identified as those who scored essentially in the 16 percentile-

Mean interval (local norms) on the New Jersey Basic Skil4s

Placement Test.

Data for this study resulted from:

1. Department of Higher Education'records;

2. Group questionnaires administered to both
students and faculty; and

3. Semi-structured interviews conducted on both
an individual and group basis with students,
and on an individual basis with faculty.

The private semi-structured interviews with students mentioned

above were conducted prior to the construction of the student

questionnaires in order that the information obtained from these

interviews could be used in the content of the questionnaire.

Additionally, students enrolled in four different classes were

asked to provide information which was also used in the content
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of the questionnaire. The three faculty members conducting the

study, referring to ACI program materials, decided upon the

content of both the faculty questionnaire and the semi-structured

interview schedule for the faculty.

Conclusions

The folloWing conclusions can be drawn after examining/

analyzing the information/data resulting from the:

I. New Jersey Department of Higher Education Records-w-

Background information collected from students at the same time

they completed the New Jersey Basic-Skills Placement Test revealed

that the Jersey City State College students differed (p 4.001)

from students enrolled in other public New Jersey institutions of

higher education for the following nine fi'ators. Analyzed data

indicated that Jersey City State College students, in comparison

to other students (primarily those with other State colleges):

a) had a larger proportion of part-time students.
in their ranks;

b) felt English was not their first language;

c) did not enroll in college immediately upon
graduation from high school;

d) hadalarger proportion of students enrolled
in their high school General, rather than
Academic, program;

e) studied less years of English in high school;

f) studied less years of Mathematics in
high school;

g) did not perceive themselves to be "Above
Average" in Written Expression;
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h) did not perceive themselves to be
Average" in Mathematical Ability;

i) felt they needed more help in the
areas, especially Mathematics.

"Above
and

academic

29.

In addition, the analytation of test scores revealed lower scores

for Jersey City State College students in the areas of:

(I) Reading Comprehension: (2) Logical Relationships; (3) Sent-

ence Structure; (4) Essay; (5) Computation; and (6) Algebra.

these tests comprise all six academic areas tested. This find-

ing concerning test scores parallels the findings of a similar

three-year study conducted by Dr. Linda Lyons, Director of

Institutional Research at Jersey City State College.

2. Questionnaires Administered to Students--who took

(a) course(s) in basic: (1) Reading; (2) Mathematics; and/or

(3) English revealed that the five (of twenty) items for which

at least 75% of the students in all three qrouRs either "Agreed"

or "Disagreed" are as follows:

a) Most teachers seem to enjoy teaching . . . AGREE

b) Teachers should spend more time at
the beginning of a semester explain-
ing and discussing the goals and
objectives of the course AGREE

c) Some teachers should spend more time
reviewing for major tests AGREE

d) Each department should establish a
study program to help tutor students
taking courses in that department AGREE

e) The way things are going, I'll prob-
ably "drop out" of college before
my senior year DISAGREE
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3. puetinnpaires Administered to General Studies Faculty.

Of the 35 competencies which faculty free the four

General Studies areas of: (1) Natural Sciences (2) Performing/

Fine Arts (3) Social Sciences and (4) amities rated, the only

statistically significant tp 4:.001) difference in ratings

occurred when Natural Sciences faculty rated more strongly the

need for the two following competencies:

a) In Covmunications student can receive infor-
mation using numerical and graphic represen-
tations: and

b) In Solving Problems: student can identify
and define a problem.

4. Group Interviews with Students. There are certain

factors that students generally agreed would assist in improving

the instructional climate for them, such as:

a) Advisement - More advisement is needed, and
more could improve the entire process.

b) Course Offerings - Required courses could
be offered more frequently.

c) Course Outlines - Outlines speaking to both
the content and structure should be avail-
able at the beginning of the course.

d) Course Content - Instructors present too
much material, possibly over-estimating the
students' aptitude and prior knowledge.

e) Student Evaluation - Students preferred a
more frequent type of evaluation feedback,
especially students in the technical area.

5. Private Interviews with General Studies Faculty.

Those General Studies Faculty who were intervewed

privately by means of a semi-structured interview indicated- -

regarding their students--that:
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a) These students lacked: (1) writing; (2) reading;
and (3) mathematical lack of writing
skills probably causing the most academic problems;
and

b) Although course, requirements were not seriously
affected by lack...ref-these skills, faculty members
indicated that these students received, for
Wiles (1) more instructor assistance:, (3) fewer
supplementary reading assignments; and (3) fewer
written assignments.

Recommendations

The recommendations which follow result from the data which

were gathered for this study--and these data werecollectedpri-

marily during the 1982 Spring semester and 1982 Fall semester.

This Recommendatioq section of the report is being written dur-

ing the 1983 Summer and Fall session. Therefore, some of the

recommendations/actions which the researchers may suggest could

have already been implemented by the College due to the obvious

need for these actions.

Also, the researchers would like to note again that the

students to which reference will be made in this section are

not those who possess academic preparation usually associated

with college students attending non-urban institutions of higher

education. Most of the students in this study required remedial

coursework upon entering Jersey City State College. Therefore,

if recommendations are made for the College to provide addi-

tional assistance to the student (in the area of advisement,

for example), the reader of this report might initially counter,

the student could locate that information him/herself in the
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College Catalogue or Student Handbook.* But, some of the stu-.

dents to whom reference is made would, in all liklihood, not:

1. know that such documents existed;

2. be able to locate the information in the

do5umntat and-

3. read/comprehend the information.

Listed below are some recommendations resulting from the

data gathered and analysed for this study:

1. T u d cont s e to remind ie ore the f cult

that many of its students are "marginal" in terms of the compe-

t ncie it wh ch e e to ive at radu te f

Jersey City State College. Academic test data and background

information collected annually from students entering all

New Jersey public institutions of higher education indicate that

Jersey City State College students are significantly different

(to a lesser extent, statistically) from their counterparts on

academic testing and background factors associated with academic

success. These findings have been documented previously and are

still fact.

2. More academic advisement is needed for students. It

should be noted that *more,* not "better" is the word used in

this recommendation. Students who were interviewed cited the

paucity of overworked advisors, and it was felt that more would

result in better.

3. Faculty should provide students with more information

regarding both the structure and content of courses. Students
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indicated, during both the interviews and on the questionnaire,

a need for more information about their courses. Such informa-

tion was desired at the beginning of the semester.

4. Faculty should provide students with more evaluative

feedback in courses. Even as much as students may be stereo-

typed as not enjoying examinations and quizzes, these students

in this study need some sort of indication (frequently) as to

how they are progressing in a course. Students in the techni-

cal areas especially desire this feedback.
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Table I s Stegomoom of thee. 1TIJCSC Students Who Took a Basic Course(s) to Twenty
tikeri:Mlnattitmdisel Statements aegardieg Teaching/Learning Factors and SiceatiOes at JCSC

Attitudinal Statement

I. Mot teachers seer to emioy to lag

2. Teachers should spend more time at the
Weenies of a semester enflaieing and
discussing the geata and objectives of
the COUTOO.....

3. Meet teachers are too Louisa with Teemed to
the grades they 'Ave the students in their
classes

6. Some anthers tend to help only the student
who is ahead of the seat of the class

5. Some teachers spend too much class time
explainiag material to just those few students
who do eat soon to be able to understand the
arterial

6. Some teachers spend too much time explaining
material over again for these studied* who
have cot classes

7. Some teacher. don't explain their subject in
enough detail because they think the students
know more about it than they really do

S. Some teachers should spend more time reviewing
for major tests

roe
St 1 Si Undecided Sli tl St I

26.4

52.8

13.3

6.6

10.0

25.3

64.4

. 51.7

27.5

16.7

12.1

14.3

10.0

13.2 6.6

7,7 12.1

18.9 30.0

14;3 28.6

18.7

8.9

44.0 9.9

21.1 j 4.4

1,51.1mit

30.8

25.6

14.3

5.6
1

2.2

0.0

21.1

34.1

at

29.7

45.6

6.6

4.4 52
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Attitudinal Statement
mmiNEIEEME.

9. Some teachers are too concerned with thAt
subject Getter and not concerned enough
about students ..

10. Most students really want to get chi. most
out of their classes.

11. Students are not able" to lea ;n in some I,

classes because are to many students
enrolled is the ass

12. Most students do not knew bov.to take notes
well enough to pass the bourse.

13. Students IVO can't read sometimes held back
the rest of the class

:imes, the way some students act in class
keeps ue :Tom learning

15. There are enough good places on campus to
study between classes..

-146. It is more difficult to learn in a class that
meets for just one time a week than it is in
a class that meets more than once a week

17. Thr reading levvl for most assigned textbooks
is too difficult.

53

250 38.5 11.0

40.7 25.3 19.8

15.4 19.8 13.2

27.5 36.3 19.8

21.4 28.1 18.0

12.2 1 36.7 10.0

47.8 18.9 6.7

31.1 24.4 15.6

13.3 22.2 23.3

r...1:31
, a

9.9 1 4.4

29.7

12.1

14.6

22.2

12.2

1.6.7

23.3

54

23.0

4.4

18.0

18.9

14.4

12.2

17.8



Table 03)

Attitudinal Statesurvit

Percent o s Au;

18. Each department should establish a study
program to help tutor students taking
courses in that department

19. 1 feel betAcc about college new than when
first attended JCSC

20. The way things are going, I'll probably'.
"drop out" of college before aiy senior year....lir.1

Agree
Strongly

36.2

41.1

4.4

25.9

28.9

5.6

Disagree
Slightly

Disagree
Stronaltr.

5:6 1.1

7.8 8.9

14.4 64.4

BEST(
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Table 11 : Responses of those 143.1C8C Students liho Took a Basic estbsestice Coomsefs) to TwentyLikerManititudisal Statements Regarding Teachlegilmarning Tatters and Situations at JCSC

Attitudinal Statement

MIMPIMMEM

Pertent of Stuaer
Agree
St 1

Agree
SI t1

Are
Undecided

Disagree
Sli ti

1. Met teachers seem Co enjoT teaching 27.0 32.2 7.4 11.7

2. Teachets should spend more time at the
beginning of a semester explaining and
discussing the goals and objectives of
the come 49.1 23.8 4.8 15.3

3. Most teachers: are too lenient with regard to
the grades they give the students in their
classes. 3.0 20.4 19.1 32.1

4. Some teachers tend to help only the student
who is ahead of the rest of the class..... 9.8 1 15.3 13.5 28.8

5. Some teachers spend too such class time
explaining material to just those few students
who do not Mato be able to understand the
material 7.4 15.3 14.7 33.7

6. Sone teachers spend too much time explaining
material over again for those students who
have cut classes... 6.2 14.8 7.4 25.3

7. Some teachers don't explain their subject in
enough detail because they think the students
know more about it than they really do 25.3 42.0 9.9 16.7

8. Some teachers should spend more time reviewing
for major tests 56.9 23.1 6.3 10.0
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Table II $ 02

Attritudims1 Statement Ave*
Streasly Siiii11417

~N**MINMEN.M.

9. Sams teachers are tee cesscarted with their
subject matter and net comcermed enough
about students 21.6 39.5

MD. Most sensitises really went to get the most
out of their classes 40.4 26.7

11. Students are net able to learn is some ;
classes because there are too many students
enrolled is the class

16.1 20.4

12. Met students do net know her to take notes
well *sough to pose the course

26.3 36.4

13. Students who can't read sometimes hold back
the rest of the class.....

19.4 23.8

14. At times. the way some students act in class

keeps me from learning
13.0 36.0

15. There are enough good places on campus to

study between classes
44.7 19.9

.16. It is more difficult to learn in a class that
meets for just one time a week than it is in

a class that meets more than once a week 28.0 19.9

17. The reading level for most assigned textbooks

is too difficult
9.9 22.4

59

a Who:
Are 1. Disagree Ibis agree

Undecided SligbtlY 8gress4A7

13.0

14.9

14.8

16.1

20.0

8.7

6.2

21.1

16.2

19.1 6.8

13.7 4.4

26.5 22.2

14.2 6.8

18.1 18.8

22.4 1 19.9

13.0 16.2

16.8 14.3

29.2 22.4
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Table It : (cant e 83)

Percent of Students Who:

Attitudinal Statement Agree
StronIly

Agree
Slightly

Are
Undecided

Disagree
Slightly

3.8

9.9

8.7

Disagree
Strongly

1.3

9.3

67.1

18. Each department should establish a study
program to help tutor students taking
courses in that department.....

19. I feel better about college now than when
I first attended JCSC

20. The way things are going, I'll probably'.
"drop out" of college before my senior year

59.4

37.9

6.2

26.9

28.6

7.5

8.8

14.3

10.6

61
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Table III: Responses of those 91 JCSC Students Who Took a Basic to Twenty
Litert4caie Attitudina: Statements Regarding Teachinn/Learning Fectors1111111Liresessees at JCSC

swarm.

Attitudinal Statement

1. Most teachers seem to enjoy tealhing

2. Teachers should spend more tine at the
beginning of a semester explaining and
discussing the goals and objectiws of
the course ..

r/.. Most teachers, are too lenient witS regard to
the guides they give the s-udents in their
classes ...

4. Some teachers tend to help only th.t student
who is ahead of the rest of the class

5. Some teachers spend too muct class time
explaining material to just those foil/ students
who do not seem to be able to understand the
material

6. Somei teachers spend too much time exolaining
material over again for those students who
have cu classes

7. some tezLhers don't explain their subject in
enough dlietail because they think the students
know mor.- about it than they really do...

8. Some teachers should spend more time reviewing
for majur tests I
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Agree Agree

26.3 52.1

48.3 26.9

1 7.1 20.0

10.5 15.8

7.6 15.8

6.5 14.1

27.7 49.6

54.8 25.6

I Are Disagree
Slightly

0.2 10.5

of 4.4,6

7.6

18.8

12.9

14.0

7.1

8.8

6.0

14.6

33.5

28.7

34.5

26.5

17.1

10.1

Disagree
StranliT

2.9

2.9

20.6

32.2

28.1

45.9

5.9

3.6



Table (east 82)

Attitudinal Stational

9. Some teachers are too concerned with their
subject matter and not concerned enough
about students

10. Most students really want to get the most
out of their classes...

If. Students are not able to learn in some
classes because there are too many students
enrolled in the class

12. Most students do not know how to take notes
well enough to pass the course

13. Students who can't read sometimes hold back
the rest of the class

14. At :ivies, the way some students act in class
keeps me from learning

15. There are enough good places on campus to
study between classes...

.141. It is more difficult to learn in a class that
meets for just one time a week than it is in
a class that meets more than once a week

ih reading level fur met assigned textt)Joks
is :ou difficulL .

65

Percent of St is Who:
Agree

Strongly

21.8

39.4

15.9

26.5

19.1

13.6

43.2

27.2

10.1

Agree
SI tot ly

Are
Undecided

39.4 13.5

27.7 14.7

18.8 15.9

37.1 17.1

26.8 18.5

36.1 8.9

21.3 7.1

21.3 20.7

22.5 17.2

BEST
- "LE

Disagree 14 sagree
Sli4lit It St rangy

18.8 6.5

14.7 3.5

28.8 20.6

' 14.1 5.3

17.9 17.9

23.1 18.3

14.2 14.2

16.0 14.8

29.0 21.3
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Table III s (coot 03) AlMam

Percent of St its Who:

Attitudinal Statement Agree
Strongly

Agree
Slightly

Ave
Undecided

*agree
Slightly

0 serve
Strongly

18. Each department isould establish a study
progras to help tutor students taking

courses in that department

19. I feel better about college now than when

I first attended JCSC......

20. The way things are going, probably;

"drop out" of college before my senior year

57.1

37.3

6.0

26.8

29.6

7.1

10.1

13.4

9.3

8.9

11.3

1.8

8.9

66.1

67
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Compitonciee in leptIon Which JCSC Faculty Who Are Teaching General Studies
Courses Feel Are infilmeginal Student*.

AIIIMINVIIMMIN114111011111.111111111mMr .111mmimmmilM11111.=mmm.,mm=1..1.=1.-.....

Competency in:
COMMUNICATION

Student **n:

Natural
Sciences

N*11
Rating
1 2

Percent o Ass tined Rat ngs o 1 2 * or
recut' eacbi= in the General Studies Areas of:
Per ors ng Social
Fine Arts Sciences

. N*3 N14
Rating Rating

2 3

I. receive informat.,- oral and speech
presentation

2. send information via speech

3. receive information from written
materials.

4. send information usilg itten
materials

5. receive information usng numerical
and graphic representations .

6. send information using numerical and
graphic rept,sentations

62 9

27 64

73 18

64 27

64 27

55 36

33 67 0

33 67 0

33 67 0

33 67 0

0 100

0 100

a

1 2 3

71 29

36 64

86 14 0

79 21 0

36 57 7

43 43 14

* i Competency needed to a great extent
2 Compete...0r needed to some extent

3 Competency not needett at all BUT

Humanities
1149

Rating

All
Faculty
N*37
Rating

2

67 33 0

56 44 0

70

38

89 11 0 78

89 11 0;73

14 57 23 f 38

17 33 50 39

x2

2 3

27 3

59 3

19 3

24 3

44 18

36 24

PIC

0.39

0.69

0.39

0.42

0.04

0.10
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?able V : Competeecies in Sebring Problems Which JCSC Faculty Who Are leaching General Studies

Courses Peel AregaaWigiTZTTraents.

Competency in:
SOLVING PROBLEMS

Student can:

1. identify and define a problem

2. select approaches to solve problems

3. generate possible solutions, hypotheses or
testable proposttons

4, collect various forms of information (data)
iegarding proposed solutions with respect
to a problem and its constraints

3. determine the logical
injormation obtained,
and the hypotheses or

6. determine the solution

consistency among the
the problem as deVned,
solutions proposed....

to be implemer.ted......

Natural
Sciences
N11

Percent so Ass
Faculty leash
Perferminal
Fine Arts

$.3

1=11. as.

Ratan

1
91

Ratan
2 3 1 2 1

0 9 33 67 0

82 9 9 33 67 0

80 10 10 33 67 0

70 20 10 33 67

50 40 10 33 67

60 30 10 33 67

0

8
inn in the
Social
Sciences NUmenit

11.9

flat Os. 0
General

* Of
Studies Areas of:

All

ies Faculty
1037
Rating..

1- 2 3

N34
Ratan

1 2 3

43 57 0

57 21 21

1 2 3

44 33 22 57 35 8

22 56 22 54 30 16

46 31 23 11 56

54 23 23

j

0 46 46 8

0 31 38 31

Loopetricy nccded to a great extent
Compwtv:icy ilvvdca to souk. cxtvni
C.impwtc:izy not nerdeJ at all

71

33 44

13 44

33 44

33; 46

X
2

0.04

0.13

34 201 0.10

22! 51 31 17 0.54

i

1

22; 43 46 11

i22] 40 40 20

0.90

0.67
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Table V = CAmeelloncies is Solvin Problems
Na St eta.Courses !Wei Ai*

Coopeteney las
St:MIMIC PROMOS

Which JCSC Faculty Who Are Teaching General Studies

StiMeac can:

7. propose or select procedures to evaluate the
solution chosen for Implementation

e. evaluate the process by which a problem was
solved

50 50

60 30 10

33 67 0 J46 23 31 11 56 33 37 43 20 0.20

33 67 0 J 38 46 15 11 44 44 t 37 43 20 0.26

* 1 Competency needed to a grc.t extent
J Cumpettric needed to sow extent
Couspeteacy nut needed at all

73

111. ....4'....

OEST
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Itactioning Vial*
?MA yik Cospoteacias is Social laatitaticas Which JCSC Faculty Who Are Teaching Xeeners1 StudiesCouvams Feel Ave koala by tailist Students.

--tompetay fat
FUNCTIONING it/TUN SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS

Student cant

mat
=r' .+0=Ilm+wr im 0.+10mooffiimmomm

St Um

1. explain the implicit mad explicit restraints
led freedoms within Social imstitmtleme and
can predict bow devils of isvelemment places
one in a conflicting or compatible state....

2. explain the principles of the development
and charge of social Institutions 33 22 44

3. explain the reciprocal relationship between
social institutions and individuals 33 11 56

33 11 56

4. describe the structures and functions that
underlie social institutions

S. identity those activities end imstitutions
which constitute the social aspects of
culture

a 1 Coepetency needed to a great extent
2 Competency needed to some extent
3 Campvtehey not needed at all

75

22 33 44

17 58 25 22- 56 22

33 33 33 33 33 33

15 54 31 13 87 0

17 42 42 22 56 22

21 42 36

30 30 39

18 48 33

18 42 39

0.31

0.92

0.06

0.86

33 22 44 0 i00 O 17 SO 33 33 57 11 24 48 27 0.29
fliMp.11111~....1111.0.4.1=MS11.111
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Solos Samos
1A40M.Costiosteurtios in rat Titchnolly Moist) .JCSC Faculty Who Are Teaching General StudiesCoor000 Peel Are Simi.* 117 Maros* Students.

°11,1.".me .
C.eapatency

USING SCI!N(7 AND TECIIIKILOGY

Student cane

Natural
Sciences

Nall
Rating

2

.1111mpi,.=11MMIIME1
percent o
recgAtIlle

Fine Arts
11.4

t orift in th Genteel Studies ,leas of
-Social All
Sciences amenities Faculty
1.14 SO
Mail 4"--Iiiiisi Ri

2
mini
2 3

Latin
2

1. predict the consequences of the introduction
of technology into i culture, including con-
siderations of the scientific principles
involved and of the environmental and
cultural impacts of technique

2. explain the impact of technology on the
individual and hia/her culture

3. explain the impact of technology on the
natural (physical and biological) environ-
ment in which it occurs

4. describe scientific concepts, laws or
principles that underlie scientific/techno-
logical activities and products

1 Comptcency needed to a great extent
2 Competency needed to some extent
3 Competency not needed at all

77

67 22 11

1

60 30 10

70 20 10

56 22 22

O 50 50

0 50 50

O 50 50 .

O 0 100

25 50 251 39

33 56 11' 33

22 56 22 36 36 27
1

42 19 0.46

48 18 1 0.94

0.15

22 33 44 34 31 341 0.33
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VelesikdAmes
VillsCusioatseitiss is ad Toduseksir Widiclb,SCSC Faculty Sae Are Teaciting Cameral StudiesCavern Vaal Ail asoffsit by Miirefoal- itoissito.

AMENOWNW

SC1 MD inganlowa

UM:

ANIMIWNWEIIMIIMINIMIN:1111.11=M11.11Miimmb,

li4soil et ilostened Mottoes* of Illw, 7t... senrir""--""

Naturist Sir
117

$11N -ToefraPr-GmeAr"stultemtir" .
Stigmata Pima Arts Sciences amenities Faculty

Se 1 14 7 12
T-71. MiL7L.---"1. MIErAIMENNitigr1111.11111=IN

1.1111-11.-.11

S. identify them activities mad products
viiich constitute tha sciestific/tetbuo-
Lvsical impacts of a culture 40 50 0 50 50 33 33 33 11 S6 33 27 45 27

WIN

0.61

1 Competency needed to a great extent
2 Competeacy needed to some extent
3 Cumpctency not needed at all

79

..../M1111111111111.0........-
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11[,: Competencies ist adoration/114th. Arts Which JCSC Faculty Who Ate Teaching General Studies
Course. Feel Ate se ihmraG.1 Stasets.

Competency OS

UMERSTAIDINC Ann .

Student cans

Natural
Sciences

1I 11

kit

tenet 0
1'wee e

Time Arts

1. judge which of eeveral artisticAvessistic
expressions scold be most congruent with
those characteristics

2. explain the development of metathetic mimeses'
and theory from a 'umber of perspectives

3. explain the impact of artiatic/humenistic
expressions on individnelsi

4. describe the elements (e.g., sensory, com-
positional, expressive, and substantive)
that constitute artistic/humanistic
activities and products

22 33 44

44 11 44

22 44 33

11 44 44

Sot

01
Censtal Studios Mess of:

Ls Ali
Sciences immeeities Faculty
1104 0.9 0.37

67 33 0

67 33 0

67 33 0

67 33 0

Asti
1

33 11 36

30 10 60

30 30 40

Rati
4,3, 2

22 67 11

44 33 22

33 56 11

30 20 50 22 67 11

30 37 33

42 19 39

32 42 26

26 42 32

0.15

0.45

0.59

0.18

I Competency needed to a great extent
2 Competency needed to some extent
3 Competency not needed at all

81
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Table Ili :Competrecies is ambirmtamiluS
41TCA!

Which.JCSC Vacuity Who Are leaching General Studies
Coarses Yes' Agsraaam671114=1iriaOnts.

IIMPY

Compsteeep is:

UPULISTANDINC; THE MS

Studeat can:

Perces! 0
Faculty leacOing

t
in the

Social
Sciences
1144

. Of
General Studies Areas o :

Natural
Sciences
Nall

Petrionsit

Time Arts
14-3

Humanities
119

All
Faculty
5.37

Rat in: Sa-2 tins Rating Rating( Rating
1 2 3 1 1 2 3 2 3 2 3

5. identify %bees activities and products
Aids constitute the artistichummeistic
aspects of culture 22 44 311 67 33 0 30 30 40 22 78 0 29 45 231

* 1 Competency needed to a great extent
2 Competency needed to some extent
3 Competency nut nveded at all

53

0.19
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Arts and Sciences Faculty Teaching General studies Cburses

Attached are four pages of material which were distributed
previously to Arta and Sciences faculty. Those faculty teaching
General Studies courses were asked to complete the three-page question-
naire contained in the material and return'it to Hepburn 319 by
March 19th.

This present material which you are now receiving represents a
follow-lip request for the appropriate Arts and Sciences faculty who have
not yet returned a completed questionnaire to complete the questionnaire
and return it to Dr. Carter's office (Hepburn 319) by April 8th.

Because the first questionnaires were returned anonymously,
Use present materials are again being distributed to all Arts and
Sciences faculty.

We appreciate your cooperation in this matter.

Attn:

Al



JCSC

'%11. Arts and Sciences Faculty Teaching General Studies Mums

FROM: Dr. Larry G. Carter, Assistant Dean, School of Arts and Sciences
Dr. Ted Lane, Pirftescr, Reading/Language Arts
Dr. Glenn Reeling, Professor, Psychology and Education

ftbruamY.264, 4982

RE: ma01 g3131**12S" 1,20fP NARGINAL slunEtes"
IN Goma =NES COM=

It was noted in the February 19th issue of theaolltmBulletin that the
the three of us named above recently initiated a study with the primary
purpose of identifying these particular skills and competencies that both
faculty and students feel are needed by marginal students in order for them
to succeed academically at Jersey City State College.

Attached to this cover sheet is a list of competencies which sane JCSC
faculty and professional staff feel are needed by these students.
"Competencies," in this case, are defined as specific areas of knowledge
and/or skills which mast be demonstrated by the student. The level of
competence is defined by each faculty nether according to the requixements
of his/her course. ?

Another term that needs to be defined is "marginal students." Generally,
this group of students would be viewed as those whose academic background
and aptitude is such that their chances for academic success at JCSC are
uncertain. This group of marginal students would not include those students
who:

1. are probably going to succeed academically, regariless of
ancillary services and instructional techniques utilized;
and /or

2. are probably going to encounter academic difficulties and
fail academically, regardless of ancillary services and
instructional techniques utilized.

Empirically, these students could be described as those whose test scores
on the New Jersey Colie2e Basic Skills Placement Test (for local norms)
falls between the Mean and - 1 sigma unit-,or the 50th and 16 percentile--
on the various sub-tests.

This memorandum, then, represents a request that any faculty members who
are teaching any General Studies courses indicateon the three attached
sheetsthose student competencies which they perceive as being:

1. needed to a great extent:
2. needed to some extent; r,r in order for them to succeed

3. needed not at all
academically

Directions regarding the manner in which the competencies should be rated
are contained on the attached sheets, as are directions as to where
(Dr. Carter's office li-319) and when (March 19, 1982) the list of rated
competencies should be returned.
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DIRECTIONS: Listed below are the competencies described on the cover
Meet. Please indicate for any General Studies course(s) you may
teach - tholes: competencies which you feel are:

1. needed to a great extent (with a) 1

2. needed to some extent (with a) 2
3. needed not at all (with a)

A3

If you teach different General Studies courses which you feel would require
different ratings, feel free to make additional copies of these three sheets
of competencies, and then assign the appropriate ratings to the competencies
for each course. Also, please indicate - with a check mark (. ) - in the
column on the right of the sheet whether you are presently teaching a par-
ticular competency.

Finally, indicate with another check mark (1,) below the General Studies
area(*) in which your courses are taught.

Natural Sciences Social Sciences
Fine/Performing Arts Humanistics

Other
(Describe)

Competency
Rating

(1,2,or3)

es ng
Competency

Tea

I. Communication

Student:

1. can receive information from oral and media
presentations

2. can send information via speech

3. can receive information from written materials.

4. can send information using written materials. .

5. can receive information from numeric and graphic.
representations

6. can send information using numeric and graphic. .

representations

U. Solvin/LProblems

Student:

1. can identify and define a problem

2. can Slct approaches to solve problems

3. can gtnerate possible solutions, hypothes.?s,
or testable propositions

(CONTINUtD ON NEXT PAGE)
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Competency Ratifts
(I,2,or3)

feachsng
Competency

Yes

4. cam collect various forma of information-(dete)
regarding proposed solutions with respect to a
problem and its constraints

S. can determine the logipal consistency among
the information obtained, the problem's*
defined, and the hypotheses for solutions
proposed

6. can determine the solution to be hmplemented.

. can propose or select procedures to evaluate
the solution chosen for implementation

8. can evaluate the process by which a problem
was solved

Clarifying Valuer

Student:

I. can identify the major values, and issues
usually faced, in daily adult life in one's
own and other cultures

2. can assess a set of values for internal
consistency

3. can identify the major influences in the
development of values in individuals

4. can analyze rationales for value choices

5. can infer personal values from behavior

6. can analyze the implications of decisions
made -n the basis of values

IV. iunctioninj:Within Social Institutions

Student:

I. can explain the implicit and explicit
restraints and freedoms within social
institutions, and can predict how degree of
involvement places one in a conflicting or
compatible state

2. can explain the prihiples of the development
and change of social institutions

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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r.

CovetencY

4.11=1.1.11MIMMINIMI.M...IMP.

Ratings
(1s2sor3)

Tea
Competency

Tea

3. can explain the reciprocal relationship between
social institutions and individuals

4. can describe the structures and functions that
underlie social institutions

S. can 24entify those activities and institutions
which constitute the social aspects of culture. .

V. Using Science and Technology

Student:

1. can predict the consequences of the introduction
of technology into a culture, including consid-
erations of the scientific principles involved
and of the environmental and cultural impacts
of technique

2. can explain the impact of technology on the
individual and his/her culture. . .

3. can explain the impact of technology on the
natural (physical ad biological) environment
in which it occurs

4. can describe scientific concepts, laws or prin-
ciples that underlie scientific/technological
activities and products

5. can identify those activities and products
which constitute the scientific/technological
aspects of a culture

VI. Understanding the Arts

Given the characteristics of a culture, student:

1. can judge which of several artistic/hummnistic
expressions would be most congruent with those
characteristics . .

2. can explain the development of aesthetic aware-.

ness and theory from a number of perspectives . . .

3. can explain the impact of artistic/humanistic
expressions on individuals

4. can describe the elements (e.g., sensory, composi-
tional, expressive, and substantive) that consti-
tute artistic/humanistic activities and products. .

5. can identify those activities and products which
constitute the artistic/humanistic aspects of
culture
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DIRECTIONS TO STUDENTS

The JCSC instructional staff is always attempting to improve its
teaching technique. in order that our students can learn better.

The attached two-page questionnaire which you are now receiving con-
tains 20 statements (to which you can either "Agree" or "Disagree") regarding
teaching/learning factors and situations which take place, or which should
take place, at JCSC.

You can indicate your degree of agreement/disagreement with each state-
ment by placing an appropriate numerical response in the space which follows
each statement.

It is not necessary to write your name on this questionnaire.

Finally, please check (14 those courses listed below which you either
have taken in past semesters and/or are taking this semester.

English

090 - College Writing

101 - Fundamentals of Communication I - Intensive

101 - Fundamentals of Communication I - Regular

101 - Fundamentals of Cc.!Aunication I - Honors

101 - Fundamentals of Communication I - ESL

103 - Open Writing Laboratory

104 - Communications Workshop

Mathematics

090 - Basic Developmental Math

110 - Developmental Math - Arith

111 - Developmental Math - Algebra

- any other Yt course

IiIntLa&

090 - Reading for College

104 - Critical and Efficient Reading

105 - Reading and Study Skills

106 Speed Reading

t09 - Learning Strategies
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DIRECTIONS

No
Name
Necessa

Please use the following numerical responses to indicate your degree of
agreement/disagreement with each of the following twenty statements:

1 - if you Agree Strongly
2 - if you Agee
3 - if you are Undecided
4 - if you Disagree
5 - if you Disagree Strongly

Statement

1. Most teachers seem to enjoy teaching

2. Teachers should spend more time at the beginning of a
semester explaining and discussing the goals and objec-
tives of the course

3. Most teachers are too lenient with regard to the grades
they give the students in their classes

4. Some teachers tend to help only the student who is ahead
of the rest of the class

S. Some teachers spend too much class time explaining materials
to just those few students who do not seem to be able to
understand the material

6. Some teachers spend too much time explaining materials over
again for those students who have cut classes. . ......

7. Some teachers don't explain their subject in enough detail
because they think the students know more about it than
they really do

8. Some teachers should spend more time reviewing for major
tests

9. Some teachers are too concerned with their subject matter
and not concerned enough about students

10. Most students really want to get the most out of their
classes

II. Students are not able to learn in some classes because
there are too many students enrolled in the class

12. Most students do not know how to take notes well enough
to pass the course

13. Students who can't real sometimes hold bdik the rest of
the class

(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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Statement

At times, the way some students act in class keeps me
from Learning

13. There Are enough good places on campus to study between
classes

16. It is more difficult to learn in a class that meets for just
one time a week than it is in a class that meets more than
once a week

11. The reading level for most assigned textbooks is too
difficult

15. Each department should establish a study program to help
tutor students taking courses in that department

19. I feel better about college now than when I first attended
JC5C

20. The way things Ore going, I'll probably "drop out" of
college before my senior year

Response,
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TO: Randomly-Selected Jersey City State College-Students

FROM: Dr. Larry G. Carter, Assistant Dean,
School of Arts and Sciences

Dr. Mena Reeling, Professor,
Psychology and Education

DATE: November 25, 1981

RE: HALF-HOUR INTERVIEWS

As one aspect of its continuing effort to improve the instruc-
tional program, Jersey City State College occasionally solicits comments
from students as to how they--the students-feel various components of
the instructional program can be improved.

Your name has been selected randomly as of of the thirty
students whom we will attempt to contact via telephonz within the next
week (by December 3rd) with the hope that you will be able to spend
approximately thirty minutes discussing JCSC instructional problems with
a graduate student interviewer sometime during the week of December 7-11.
The two graduate-student interviewers who will be contacting and inter-
viewing you are Joy Lang and Henry Srednicki. An on-campus faculty member
you can contact for additional information is Dr. Glenn Reeling,
Professor of Psychology and Education (listed above). Dr. Reeling has gn
office in the Science Building, Room #434, and his telephone number is
547-3065.

We hope you will be able to participate in the project which
should not only be beneficial to you, but to future JCSC students as well.

Thanks!

96
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D1

Questions for Students

1. lbw can the faculty at the college improve in their instructional
athcxblogy/techtliques ?

2-. What things could be missing from classes which might cause students
not to do well ?

3. 'that things can the college do to help you succeed in your classes ?
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DiamItions for FactiM

1. Oat factors do pate consider when determining a student's grade?
What weight do ye= give each faabzr?

2. *at cametencies do you teach in your course (s)?

3. Do you find skill deficiencies in writing, reading nutVor
mathemetics seriously affecting student achievement in
coepetenciete?

4. Have your course requirements been seriously affected by students'
skill deficiencies? If, so, to what extent?

5. Whit are traits of students sehO passed your course and those
vitho didn't?
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P1

Interview #1

The students were critical of the scheduling of courses.

Some felt that the same course should be offered more often, in addition

to a greater variety of courses being offered. They also felt a strong

need for better advisement. Par same cases, it appeared that students

had no advisement for their courses.

In general, there appeared to be a feeling of anger that the college

was not coordinated. Students also seemed to have reservations about

the requirement of remedial courses and the way in which it is applied to

them.

The students preferred having more frequent testing because they

felt that they would be able to assess their progress and learn the

material more easily.

Interview #2

Once again, there, was sharp, negative feeling about advisement.

Some students felt that some advisors dbn't know how to select courses

and don't correct students when they select the wrong courses. They

also stated that not enough courses are offered and that sometimes they

cannot find enough courses for their areas.

Students in this class didn't like three-hour sessions. They

find them boring and a strain. However, many of them seem to feel that it

depends on the subject being taught. They agreed that courses with

music and science lend themselves to longer periods of time. Most

prefer weekly quizzes in the other areas.

There were mixed feelings about the pace of their course. Some

of the students declared that some professors go slowly during the

early part of their courses and then place great pressure on them in order
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to complete the content of those courses.

Other points that wine made during the interviews were that some

professors: (1) don't break their material dow adequately; (2) don't

"test fairly" on the material; (3) cover too much material on tests;

(4) don't go over the corrected tests; and (5) fail to use their

assigned textbooks.

Interview $3

There was concern that some instructors don't explen their

subject matter, don't have an interest in their courses, and rush through

their material. In addition, it was felt that same of these professors

place too mouth focus on tests with inadequate preparation for the tests.

It was agreed that there should be more time for the taking of those tests.

Most of the students in the class don't like three-hour sessions

and would prefer to have them broken up into more frequent periods

implying smaller time allotments. They complained that the three-hour

classes caused assignments which are too heavy, and they would like those

broken up, too. The students would prefer a mom effective use of their

textbooks by sane professors.

It was also suggested that there be a study area in each building.

Interview $4

These students stated that advisement could be better. They

particularly objected to the Add/Drop system. The students disliked

..waiting in a line for hours.

In terms of their feelings towards courses, the class didn't like
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long sessions. They found them boring. Also, same la their courses

needed better Orgainzaticn and could have been planned better. The students

would have liked to receive course outlines.

Most of the students, preferred Objective tests.

Interview 45

Once again, there were negative feelings about advisement. Same

of the students don't have regular advisors. They also disliked

waiting in line for whatever advisor was available. Although they had

appointments for advisors, there seems to have been sore confusion.

The students did not always get their advisors and felt that the system

was not working.

There were also negative feelings about courses in terms of planning

and organization. The students complained that same professors cram

that with work and tests at the end of their courses and during holidays.

Thet also wanted more frequent tests.

Complaints were made about: (1) SUB fees; (2) food being too

expensive; (3) unreliable elevators; (4) inadequate number of computirs

for their assignments; (5) separate smoking area in the cafeteria; and

(6) professors should set a good expample by not smoking in class.

Interview 46

Students in this class felt that three-hour periods can be boring.

They agreed that three hours would be appropriate for an art-studio type

of course. It was also agreed that there were not enough courses offered

by the College, regardless of time periods.
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The etudes*s suggested that more courses could be given at night and

cm Fridays.

There was some discussion Shout the need for better organization of

some courses. More frequent testing was also suggested, particularly in

technical subjects.

It was agreed that there is a need for more study space in the library

and less noise when people are working. There is a need also for more compu-

ter tenninalsaxIbetter service in the cafeteria. Students also feel the

Add/prop line is too long, late registration is a difficult procesi and

marks/grades are not kept by same professors.

Interview #7

Once again, there were sharp, negative statements about advisement.

The students reported that some professors would sign advisement cards

without looking at them, rush their advisees, and/or misadvise them.

The interviews further disclosed that students agreed that the

desirability for three-hour sessions depends on the subject. They prefer

the longer periods for technical or applied content. They also perfer

more frequent tests tor beChnical subjects.

Interview #8

There are student concerns regarding:

1. Three-hour block classes vs. one-hour periods on different
days;

2. Registration procedures;

3. Advisement procedures;

4. ESL classes - Fbreign students and concerns regarding lack
of mcnitoring of basic requirements not taken before
declaring a major;



5. Graduation requirements; and

6. Quizzes vs. comprehensive exmminations.

Interview #9

Students are concerned by the lack of courses being offered that

fulfill General Studies requirements (courses are not added, nor additional

sections created for sore popular courses at popular times) . Also, Math

Basic Requirements courses are often closed-therefore, students must put

off taking courses they need ark would like to take before major is started.

There is a lack of advent in Majors (BOonomics was cited as one

exampie). Students are allowed to take Micro economics before Macro, and

students are not informed of prerequisites and do not have the background

to be in the course they're taking.

Sequencing of Major courses is a problem --same students are not ad-

vised of proper order in which to take courses. There was expressed concern

over teachers not teadhing, but just assigning text work, and also lack of

consistency between what material is the covered in class as opposed to.

material required an tests. For example: students are not taught certain

material ...a class since professors sometimes become sidetracked. Yet, tests

contain material only from the textbook (usually hardly covered in class)

and not at all from class work or notes.

Htwever, students often only study notes since texts are sometimes

too difficult or have not been emphasized by the instructor.

Students feel that variable quizzes uriuld help in this, as wild

teachers teaching from the text if it is to be used in testing.
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Interview $10

Students were concerned with frequency of pop quizzes (me would assume

that they are given with frequency in this course). While they preferred

announced quizzes or even variable "pap" quizes (i.e.: every sec and or

third week), they did not favor only mid -term or final exams without enme

earlier consistent testing.

Difficulty of textbooke also was an expressed concern. Some students

felt they had difficulty readily reading and retaining technical material

and language used in textbooks. They expressed a desire for writing

courses to help with term papers.

Finally, they did not prefer three-hour block courses.

Interview 411

Students in this class were concerned mostly about advisement

and testing.

The Business and Economics areas again were cited as an academic major

where students are allowed to take courses that require prerequisites that

they have not been informed about or-are not ready to take.

Students 'fere concerned with lack of teacher preparation in terms of

compiling and distributing a syllabus to students within the first week or

so of class.

Students are also not aware often of the scope of certain (general

studies areas) courses and would like to have access to this information

before Add/Drop perod is over.

Also, students would have a better idea of how far the course will go

and the depth in which subject matter will be covered, and if this course

suits their needs.
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In conclusion, the folly wing topics were addressed in all classes to

some extent:

1) Textbodk difficulty;

2) Three-hour, as opposed to one -hour course time blocks;

3) Testing procedures; and

4) Registration/advisement prOblese.

However, Additional topics whichwereexpounded upon are discussed in

the previous narrative.

Interview 1112

Three -Hour Classes

The students in the class seemed to have the same belief that after

the first hour, the three-hour classes are boring. And that they are only

appropriate/beneficial for Art, Music and Media courses.

Advisement

Most of the students felt that the advisors don't take enough time

with them. They feel that there are always lines, and they don't like the

idea of changing advisors every semester. Some reported gross consequences

of being ill advised (one boy's sister had come back hem Greece for one

course in order to get her diploma). Another student stated that she had

taken extra electives and found herself short of required courses necessary

for her major. mk

Organization of Courses

There were mixed responses to this topic. Sane students felt courses

were paced properly; others felt extreme pressure at the end of the semester

A majority of the students seemed to feel that-Tfor technical comes --more

exams were necessary for effective learning; but, with easier courses, a

mid-term and final exam were sufficient.
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Facilities

Definite problems were expressed regarding the availability of com-

puterssame students have waited in line for three hours. Other prttlems:

(1) food in cafeteria (prices and quality); (2) sm6king (cafeteria sections

for non-smoking) ; (3) parking (too expensive); and (4) elevators (often

inoperable).

Interview #13

Vigour Classes

Students felt a three-hour class is boring, and that the College doesn't

offer enough one-hour courses.

Advisement

Stments felt that, if there is not a good advisor in your area, you're

lost unless you know requirements for your major. Also, advisors have an

overload of students ("It's like an assembly line").

Organization of Courses

Again, students suggested that easier courses should have a mid-term

and a final exam. More technical courses should have an exam every two weeks.

Facilities

Some students felt there's no place on campus to study. The library is

crowded, and there is audible talking.

The computer room is usually crowded, and on many ocxasions, or e t

to wait in line--saletimes for two to three hours.

Students suggested that the Add/Drop proc:edUre camireqpire standing in

line for hours, and that the College Should

this procedure.
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Interview #14

Three Hour Classes

Students imdioated that they felt tired after the first hour of a

three4lour class, and that they learn more with three one-hour classes a

week OmmoeptingMWsic, Art and Media courses).

Advisement

Advisors are overloaded; they rush you and don't try to determine

your personal needs.

Organization of Courses

Exams for technical courses should be given after every two Chapters.

Students also felt that there was too new pressure at the end of a semester

by professors whowere trying to squeeze in all the material they hadn't

covered previously.

Facilities

Computer roan usually has lines because. there are not enough computers,

and the room is not open enough hours.

Cafeteria food is bad and too expensive.
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FOR 1978, 1979, AND 1980
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Table 1

COMPARISON OF STUDENT PERFORMANCE OK THE NEW JERSEY BASIC SKILLS PLACEMENT TEST-RAW SCOUSa

FALL, FRESHMEN: 1978, 1979, 1980

Population

JERSEY CITY STATE
1978
1979
1980

FOUR -YEAR COLLEGES
1978
1979
1990

ALL STATE INSTITUTIONS
1978
1979
1980

Read. Comp.
(40 items)

110s122, Sentence St.
tems ..5 texas

Mean Mean Mean

,Essay

78-79 (scores:2-8)
80 (scores:2-12)

11"111

Computation Algebra
130 items) (30 items)

Mean Mean

937
b

26.3 33.7 21.9 4.6 18.0 9.7
1177c 26.5 35.1 22.9 4.6 16.2 8.4
999 27.9 35.6 24.1 6.7 17.3 9.2

10801 .044 39.8 26.0 5.3 22.3 14.8
11487 31.6 40.6 26.8 5.2 21.5 15.0
10669 31.5 40.6 27.5 7.5 22.0 15.2

42775 30.6 38.7 24.7 5.1 21.2 14.0.
47725 30.2 38.9 25.1 5.0 20.1 14.0
47951 30.1 38.7 25.7 7.2 20.4 13.9

a All test data, with the exception of the essay scores, are reported in trms of mean raw scores, i.e., the "average"
number of items answered correctly by each population group. 1978 and 1979 essay tests were scored;on a four-point
scale; 1980 essay tests were scored on a six-point scale. The essay sabres were obtained by adding the scores that
were assigned independently by two readers.

Scores of 77 ESL students includedb

c Scores of 100 ESL students excluded (not forwarded to ETS).

d Scores of 99 ESL students excluded
Scores of 65 students excluded from analysis - test .cores misplaced jby ETS.
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